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Central 

(57) ABSTRACT 

A time offset measurement system for the timing of events 
at spaced apart locations comprising at each location, a dual 
frequency Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver having 
operatively associated With it a GPS antenna, Wherein both 
the GPS receiver and the antenna are dual frequency (L1, 
L2), and the former is capable of both Coarse Acquisition 
(C/A) Code and carrier phase measurements, a frequency 
reference source giving local time, a data-logger for logging 
GPS data, a Time Interval Counter (TIC) used to measure 
the time of a local event as de?ned by the frequency 
reference source relative to time as de?ned in dependence on 
GPS data and further comprising a central processor system 
(CPS), and a communication system via Which the logged 
GPS data and time interval data, are received at the CPS 
from each location, the CPS being arranged to derive in 
accordance With a predetermined algorithm, for each pair of 
sites a primary time-offset ?gure based on a direct signal 
path betWeen the sites, and a secondary time-offset ?gure 
based on at least one indirect signal path betWeen the sites, 
Wherein con?dence that correct system operation obtains is 
indicated in dependence upon correspondence betWeen the 
primary and secondary time-offset ?gures. 
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ELECTRONIC TIMING SYSTEMS. 

[0001] This invention relates to electronic timing systems 
and more especially but not exclusively it relates to systems 
for the measurement of precise time intervals betWeen 
events at mutually spaced locations as may for eXample be 
required to measure the height of an aircraft by noting the 
time of reception, at a plurality of spaced apart locations, of 
a signal transmitted from the aircraft. 

[0002] A system of the kind just before referred to forms 
the subject of our copending Patent Application GB 
00034868 to Which attention is hereby directed. 

[0003] The speci?cation accompanying our co-pending 
Patent Application describes a time offset measurement 
system for the timing of events at least tWo spaced apart 
locations comprising at each location, a dual frequency 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver having opera 
tively associated With it a GPS antenna, Wherein both the 
GPS receiver and the antenna are dual frequency (L1, L2), 
and the former is capable of both Coarse Acquisition (C/A) 
Code and carrier phase measurements, a frequency reference 
source giving local time, a data-logger for logging GPS data, 
a Time Interval Counter (TIC) used to measure the time of 
a local event as de?ned by the frequency reference source 
relative to time as de?ned in dependence on GPS data and 
further comprising a central processor system (CPS), and a 
communication system via Which the logged GPS data and 
time interval data, are received at the CPS from each 
location, the CPS being arranged to derive a time-offset 
?gure, in accordance With a predetermined algorithm, Which 
time-offset ?gure is indicative of the difference betWeen the 
times measured by the local clocks at the tWo sites, the 
time-offset ?gure thus derived being applied to the time 
interval measurements to calculate the precise, relative, time 
difference betWeen events occurring at the tWo sites. 

[0004] As described in the speci?cation accompanying the 
co-pending Patent Application, the system may be used in 
applications Where the timing of events at several Widely 
spaced locations is required, appropriate time intervals being 
computed in each case. Although for most applications the 
reliability of the system described is perfectly acceptable, for 
some applications it is highly desirable that event timing is 
effected With a very high degree of con?dence in timing 
reliability, so that the development of a system fault Which 
affects timing can be identi?ed Without delay. 

[0005] It is therefore an important object of the present 
invention to provide system in Which this high level of 
con?dence is provided. 

[0006] According to the present invention, a time offset 
measurement system for the timing of events at spaced apart 
locations comprises at each location, a dual frequency 
Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver having opera 
tively associated With it a GPS antenna, Wherein both the 
GPS receiver and the antenna are dual frequency (L1, L2), 
and the former is capable of both Coarse Acquisition (C/A) 
Code and carrier phase measurements, a frequency reference 
source giving local time, a data-logger for logging GPS data, 
a Time Interval Counter (TIC) used to measure the time of 
a local event as de?ned by the frequency reference source 
relative to time as de?ned in dependence on GPS data and 
further comprising a central processor system (CPS), and a 
communication system via Which the logged GPS data and 
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time interval data, are received at the CPS from each 
location, the CPS being arranged to derive in accordance 
With a predetermined algorithm, for each pair of sites a 
primary time-offset ?gure based on a direct signal path 
betWeen the sites, and a secondary time-offset ?gure based 
on at least one indirect signal path betWeen the sites, Wherein 
con?dence that correct system operation obtains is indicated 
in dependence upon correspondence betWeen the primary 
and secondary time-offset ?gures. 

[0007] The secondary time-offset ?gure may be an aggre 
gate time-offset ?gure based on a plurality of indirect signal 
paths betWeen the sites. 

[0008] It Will be appreciated When the system is function 
ing correctly, the primary and secondary time-offset ?gures 
for a given pair of sites should be the substantially same 
(alloWing for measurement tolerances) and thus the absence 
of correspondence therebetWeen can be deemed to indicate 
a system fault. 

[0009] One embodiment of the invention Will noW be 
described, by Way of eXample, With reference to the accom 
panying draWings in Which: 

[0010] FIG. 1, is a schematic block diagram of a time 
interval measurement system for use at Widely spaced 
locations; 
[0011] FIG. 2, is a How diagram shoWing the main opera 
tional steps of an algorithm as used by a processor forming 
a part of the system of FIG. 1 in Which primary and 
secondary links are used; and, 

[0012] FIGS. 2a, 2b, 2c, and 2d, are inset diagrams Which 
are positioned alongside steps of the algorithm to Which they 
relate as appropriate. 

[0013] Referring to FIG. 1, consider noW the system at 
locationAin FIG. 1. A GPS receiver 1a, receives signals on 
both L1 and L2 frequencies from all the GPS satellites in 
vieW of an antenna 2a. An internal clock of the GPS receiver 
1a, is locked to the frequency from an oscillator 3a, Which 
in this case is eXternal to the receiver. The GPS receiver 
sends data to a data-logger 4a, at regular intervals. For each 
satellite in vieW, this data comprises: a C/A code pseudo 
range measurement; carrier phase data (in the form of an 
Accumulated Doppler Range (ADR) measurement on both 
L1 and L2 frequencies); and ephemeris data (from Which the 
satellite’s position can be calculated). 

[0014] Atime interval counter 5a, uses the frequency from 
the reference oscillator 3a, to measure the time difference 
betWeen the arrival of a pulse from an external system 6a, 
and a pulse from the GPS receiver’s clock 7a. This mea 
surement is sent to the data logger 4a. 

[0015] The measurement data is continuously sent from 
the data logger 4a, over a data link, Which in this eXample 
is an Ethernet link, to a system hub 8, and CPS 9. 

[0016] Similar apparatus is provided at the location B, 
Which bears the same numerical designation distinguished 
by a ‘b’ suffix. 

[0017] The CPS 9 collates the data from the data-loggers 
4a, 4b for each time interval. An algorithm comprising 
operational steps as shoWn in FIG. 2, is then applied to the 
collated data to eXtract the time interval betWeen the tWo 
receiver clocks using primary and secondary time interval 
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measurements. These time interval measurements are then 
used not only to determine the precise time interval betWeen 
the pulses from 6a and 6b (as explained in detail in our 
copending Patent Application) but also to establish a con 
?dence level by means of an integrity check, as Will noW be 
eXplained With reference to FIG. 2. 

[0018] Referring noW to FIG. 2, the operational steps 
performed by the algorithm are as shoWn betWeen a start 
function 10, and a stop function 11, and provide for integrity 
monitoring utilising primary and secondary time-offsets 
betWeen ?ve sites 12, 13, 14, 15, and 16, depicted by Way 
of illustration only, in a con?guration Which corresponds to 
the ‘?ve’ on a die, as shoWn in the inset diagrams FIGS. 2a, 
2b, 2c, and 2d of FIG. 2, Wherein the inset diagrams are 
positioned alongside appropriate operational steps in the 
algorithm. 
[0019] The algorithm starts With step 17a, by collating the 
GPS data (17b) from the various sites 12, to 16, as shoWn in 
FIG. 2a, and processing it at step 18, to determine primary 
offsets a, b, c, and d, as shoWn in FIG. 2b, Which are 
required by an aircraft height measuring system in Which 
timing-offsets at a plurality of locations are required. 

[0020] Having calculated the primary offsets a, b, c, and d, 
a reference site 16, is nominated, step 19, against Which all 
of the primary offsets a, b, c, d, are related, the reference site 
16, being given Zero timing offset by de?nition. FolloWing 
this, secondary timing-offsets e, f, and g, as shoWn in FIG. 
2c are calculated, step 20, (using indirect signal paths) and 
stored, using the same method as for calculating the primary 
timing-offsets. It is important to note that the secondary 
timing-offsets are only used for the purposes of this algo 
rithm and are not required in the height measuring system. 

[0021] FolloWing from this, the integrity and accuracy of 
each primary timing-offset is considered in turn by repeat 
edly performing a loop operation comprising steps 21, to 27, 
Which are sequentially eXecuted for each primary timing 
offset in turn, so that a number of alternative estimations are 
made using the secondary timing-offsets thereby to produce 
for each primary timing-offset a Weighted average derived 
from corresponding secondary timing-offsets against Which 
each primary timing-offset is checked for consistency. 

[0022] This could continue for all secondary paths con 
sidered relevant, but due to the fact that errors tend to 
increase With the number of link sections, it may be neces 
sary in some cases to limit the number of secondary links. 

[0023] Thus by checking each primary timing-offset 
against at least one secondary timing-offset calculated using 
alternative signal paths, a system con?dence ?gure may be 
computed Which can be monitored to provide an immediate 
indication if primary timing -offset measurements are preju 
diced by a system error. 

[0024] It Will be appreciated that the system as herein 
described may ?nd various applications and accordingly 
modi?cations may be made to the system described Without 
departing from the scope of the invention as broadly con 
ceived. For eXample, the system may be used to measure the 
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height of an aircraft, as hereinbefore mentioned, using the 
difference in the times of arrival of a signal transmitted from 
an aircraft, at several Widely spaced receiving locations. 

1. A time offset measurement system for the timing of 
events at spaced apart locations comprising at each location, 
a dual frequency Global Positioning System (GPS) receiver 
having operatively associated With it a GPS antenna, 
Wherein both the GPS receiver and the antenna are dual 
frequency (L1, L2), and the former is capable of both Coarse 
Acquisition (C/A) Code and carrier phase measurements, a 
frequency reference source giving local time, a data-logger 
for logging GPS data, a Time Interval Counter (TIC) used to 
measure the time of a local event as de?ned by the frequency 
reference source relative to time as de?ned in dependence on 
GPS data and further comprising a central processor system 
(CPS), and a communication system via Which the logged 
GPS data and time interval data, are received at the CPS 
from each location, the CPS being arranged to derive in 
accordance With a predetermined algorithm, for each pair of 
sites a primary time-offset ?gure based on a direct signal 
path betWeen the sites, and a secondary time-offset ?gure 
based on at least one indirect signal path betWeen the sites, 
Wherein con?dence that correct system operation obtains is 
indicated in dependence upon correspondence betWeen the 
primary and secondary time-offset ?gures. 

2. A system as claimed in claim 1, Wherein the secondary 
time-offset ?gure is an aggregate time-offset ?gure based on 
a plurality of indirect signal paths betWeen the sites. 

3. Asystem as claimed in claim 1, or claim 2, Wherein the 
frequency reference is integral With the GPS receiver. 

4. A system as claimed in claim 3, Wherein the GPS 
receiver is adapted to receive a clock signal from an eXternal 
source. 

5. A system as claimed in claim any preceding claim 
Wherein the frequency reference comprises a quartZ crystal 
oscillator or a rubidium oscillator. 

6. A system as claimed in claim any preceding claim 
Wherein the dual frequency GPS antenna has calibrated 
group delay characteristics With temperature. 

7. A system as claimed in claim any preceding claim 
Wherein the antenna comprises a passive dual-band patch 
With a short cable run removing the need for ampli?ers or 
?lters Which might give unpredictable temperature charac 
teristics. 

8. A system as claimed in claim any preceding claim 
Wherein the data logger comprises a PC. 

9. A system as claimed in claim any preceding claim 
Wherein the CPS is co-located With one of the GPS receiv 
ers. 

10. Asystem substantially as herein before described With 
reference to the accompanying draWings. 

11. A system, as claimed in claim any preceding claim, 
used to measure the time difference betWeen reception of 
pulses, transmitted from an aircraft and received at several 
spaced apart locations, from Which the height of the aircraft 
can be established. 


